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A detailed numerical comparison of the bandwidth-efficiency trade-off for second-harmonic generation (SHG)

achieved by the formation of two-dimensional quadratic spatial solitons versus the more conventiona】 method

of gentle focusing in the middle ofa n<】nlinear crystal is presented. Numerical simulations for type II SHG in

potassium titanyl phosphate with constant wave-vector mismatch show that the 3-dB drop-Q汀in SHG conver-

sion efficiency can be many multiples oトit in detuning from the phase-match condition over a large range of

walk-off angles and focal positions. ㊨ 1998 Optical Society ofAmerうca 【S0740-3224(98)01911-0]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Second-harmonic generation (SHG) has been important

for generating new wave一engths since the inception of

nonlinear optics. For example, it is being used for the

generation of coherent short-wavelength light that en-

ables an increase in the storage density of optical

memories. Recently, second-order nonlinear optics has

found a new direction because of revived interest in cas-

cading, a technique for mimicking third-order nonlineari-

ties that has already demonstrated potential applications,

such as optical switching, spatial-soliton formation, beam

cleanup, and so on. Of particular interest here is the

formation ofquadratic solitons, which occurs during SHG

under conditions quite different from the usual ones used

for conventional SHG. It has been shown that when a

threshold input intensity for an input fundamental beam

diameter is surpassed, strong coupling occurs between

也e fundamental and second harmonic generated, and the

beams lock to produce a soliton that propagates without

8patial dim・action. This soliton contains both the funda-

mental and harmonic in a specific intensity ratio, and, for

fundamental only, some energy is lost to radiation

fields.4-　For efficient SHG this limits the fraction of en-

wgy converted into the harmonic. On the other hand.

"ie process is very robust, in keeping with the general

properties of solitons. The trade-off between the advan-

ォges ofsoliton formation and conventional SHG is exam-

med in this paper.

This study uses numerical experiments to compare the

characteristics of the SHG resulting from the dynamic

Process ofquadratic spatial-soliton formation and the con一

・entional setup in which slowly diffracting fundamental

teams are focused at the center of a homogeneous crystal

for optimal conversion to the second harmonic. Compari-

*Ds are made based on the most important parameters

�"r SHG including phase mismatch (owing to birefringent
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and temperature tuning), spatial walk-o汀and focusing
tolerances on the conversion emciency.

2. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SECOND-
HARMONIC GENERATION

The characteristics of SHG, e.g., the phase-matching con-

dition and conversion efficiency, depend on the detailed

properties of the noncentrosymmetric nonlinear medium.

The numerical simulations are based on common dou-

bling crystal potassium titanyl phosphate. It has an ef-

fective d coefficient reported as large as 3.0 pm/V for type

II SHG at near-infrared fundamental wavelengths, and

it has been demonstrated experimentally to support

spatial-soliton formation. In a type II SHG interaction,

three beams are involved, that is, two orthogonally polar-

ized fundamental waves and one extraordinarily polar-

ized second-harmonic wave. The interaction is described

by three coupled-mode equations:
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= !TA*-A3 exp(-iAAz),

(慧+禁)
- (TA*A3 e.xp(-ZAfcz),

・孟(慧+禁)
- 2iTAiA2 exp(iAkz), (1)

where A, andA2 are the envelopes of the two fundamen-

tal waves and A3 is the envelope of the second-harmonic

wave; pw (0.188 deg) and p2a> (0.276 deg) are the walk-off

angles of the extraordinary fundamental and second-
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harmonic, respectively. P is the nonlinear coupling coef-

ficient, and Ak is the wave-vector mismatch.

For the above system of equations, analytic solutions

cannot be derived in many cases, and it is useful to deal

with this problem by use of nulnencal methods. The

same two-dimensional beam-propagation method was

used to evaluate SHG with and without sohton formation.

The　ェ-y plane was chosen normal to the beam-

propagation direction (z axis) and was divided into a nu-

merical grid of256 by 256 points. The 15 points nearest

the outermost boundaries were used as a matched absorp-

tion niter to avoid reflections of radiation fields from the

boundaries.　The fundamental and second-harmonic

waves were propagated in a stepwise fashion in the crys-

tal and reached the output face after 500 or 1500 steps

from the entrance face. In each half-step, linear propa-

gation was calculated with a fast-Fourier-transform algo-

rithm in Fourier space, followed by computation of the

nonlinear propagation with the second-order Runge

Kutta algorithm. The crystal length was assumed to be

10.8 mm, which corresponded to five diffraction lengths

for a focused beam with a 20-/im waist. This was chosen

to closely model the experimental situations already real-

lzed.

3. RESULTING CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
FOR 】iOTH TYPES OF SECOND-
HARMONIC GENERATION

A. Dependence on Phase Mismatch

It is well known that for conventional SHG the conversion

efficiency is critically dependent on phase mismatch. In

sohton formation the phase mismatch also affects the re-

suiting interaction of the three beams so that the compo-
sition of the solitons and the threshold for formation of

the soliton changes.・　We first describe the relation be-

tween conversion efficiency and phase mismatch for the

two cases. For the conventional SHG case, four different

fundamental beam waists of 20, 100, 200, and 500 am

were focused at the center of the crystal corresponding (at

constant power) to peak input intensities of 5, 0.2, 0.05,

and 0.008 GW/cm for each of the two orthogonally polar-

ized fundamental waves, respectively. For the quadratic

soliton case the input fundamental beams were focused to

20 jj.m at the entrance face of the crystal with a peak in-

tensity of 7.5 GW/cm in each polarization.

Figure 1 shows the conversion efficiency as a function

of phase mismatch for both cases. The SHG soliton effi-

ciency varied by only 15%　to　20%　over the phase-

mismatch range of -27t to +2汀. It follows from Fig. 2

that the detuning bandwidth of the conversion with the

fundamental focused onto the front face can be as large as

15n. The sharp efficiency drop off on the negative side of

phase match is caused by the increasing threshold for

soliton formation.　For positive detuning, the self-

focusing effect from cascading leads to a very slow roll-off

with detuning. For higher input fundamental powers

the drop in efficiency with detuning is even slolver.

In conventional SHG the well-known variations in the

efficiency with phase mismatch depend on both the beam

waist and the input power of the fundamental beams.
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Fig. 1. Conversion efficiency as a function of phase mismatch

For the solid curve, the input beams were 20 fim at the entrance

face of the crystal with the peak intensity of each input hnda-
mental beam set to 7.5 GW/cm. The other curves indicate con-

ventional SHG with the input beams focused at the center of the

crystal. There are four different beam waists corresponding to

20, 100, 200, and 500 〝m with peak intensities of5, 0.2, 0.05, and
o・008 GW!cm , respectively.
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Fig. 2. Percentage of output power in the three interacting

fields relative to the total input丘eld, for the case ofSHG with

solitons. The peak fundamental powers were 7.5 GW/cm.

Figure 1 illustrates that for a beam waist of 100 〝m a

peak conversion efficiency in excess of 90% had a band-

width of only 0.6汀　For a larger spot (500 yam) atthefo-

cal position the variation in efficiency followed the classic

sinc-hke function, which can be analytically derived un-

der the assumption of a nondepleted fundamental pump

beam. The conventional focusing condition for a beam

waist of 20 /Jim at the center of the crystal proved to be

very interesting: the efficiency dropped below 20%, near

the conversion ef瀧ciency for soliton formation, regardless

of the very high peak power of the input beams. This oc-

curs because the strong interaction between the three

fields almost causes a soliton to form. However, a soliton

was not generated since the threshold was higher than

the 5 GW/cm2 in each fundamental input because of the
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帥itedlengthofinteractionbetweenthestrong丘elds,

j.e.,theprocessdidnotstartuntilaboutmidwaythrough

thecrystal.
Theverybroaddetuningbandwidthavailablewithsoli一

和usisaveryattractivefeatureforSHG・Theresulting

tolerancesonangular(ortemperature)controlaregreatly

,creasedovertheconventionalSHGapproach.How-

ever,thepriceforthisattractivefeatureisareductionin

themaximumSHGconversionefficiencythatcanbe

ichievedrelativetotheconventionalcase.Notethatthe

relativefractionsofthethreesolitonicfieldschangewith

phasemismatch.Thisfeaturecanbeusefulforapplica-

tionswherethefundamentalandsecond-harmonicwaves

arebothused,forexample,infurtherparametricinterac-
tionssuchassum-frequencygenerationtoproducea

third-harmonicwave.

B.DependenceonConversionEfficiencyonWalk-Off

AJlgle
Spatialwalk-offalsoaffectstheconversionefficiencyof

conventionalSHGalthoughitsinfluenceisoftenne-

glectedwhenananalyticalsolutionisderived.Inpotas-

siumtitanylphosphateweconsideredthecasewhereone

fundamentalandthesecond-harmonicareordinarilypo-

larizedwhiletheotherfundamentalisextraordinarilypo-

larized,whichoccursfortypeIISHGphasematchedin

the∫-2planeabovelO78nm.Theextraordinary,

fundamental-beamwalk-offangledependsonitswave-

length.Inthisseriesofsimulationsthephasemismatch

¥yasassumedtobezero,andthewalk-offanglewas

changedfrom0t00.9degasafunctionoffundamental

wavelength.Thepeakintensities(atconstantpower)

were10,0.4,0.1,and0.016GW/cnrforinputbeam

waistsof20,100,200,and500〝m,respectively.

Figure3showstheconversionefficiencyversuswalk-

offangleforboththeconventionalandthesoliton一

generatedsecondharmonic.Forthesolitoncasetheef-
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Fig. 3. Conversion efficiency as a function of walk-off angle of

the extraordinary polarized fundamental field at phase match.

The peak input intensity of each fundamental was 10, 0.4, 0.1,
and 0.016 GW/cm2 for 20-, 100-, 200-- and 500-itm beam waists,

respectively.
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Fig. 4. Influence offocal position on conversion efficiency. The
solid curve identifies SHG with spatial-soliton formation. The

other traces illustrate the efficiency as a function of focal position
for conventional SHG.

ficiency was fairly constant at 18% for walk-off angles ofO

to 0.9 deg. When the peak input intensity was increased,

the maximum walk-o汀angle for maintaining soliton for-

mation also increases. The SHG efficiency in the conven-

tional case depends strongly on the walk-off angle for a

100-um input-beam waist at the crystal's center. The

maximum offset in the beam positions possible for a 1-cm-

long crystal is -150 /∬n, so input beams larger than this

do not suffer significantly from walk-off (although some

output-beam distortion may occur). If the fundamental

beams were focused to 20 am at the center, the efficiency

dropped below 20%. In the case of small walk-off angles,

soliton formation occurs in the crystal for this tightly fo-

cused beam near the crystal's center so that the efficiency

was -18%. For large walk-off angles the efficiency de-

creases with increasing walk-off angle because there was

not a strong enough interaction.

C. Dependence of Focal Position

In this subsection we again consider phase-matched SHG

at 1064 nm to evaluate the dependence of sohton genera-

tion on the focal position of the input beam. Figure 4

shows the innuence on conversion emciency of the posi-

tion at which the input fundamental beam would be fo-

cused in the absence ofSHG. In the figure, there are five

curves for three focusing conditions: focusing tight

enough to form a soliton (solid curve), loose focusing at

high input power (dot-dash curve and dash-dot-dot

curve), and tight focusing at low input powers (dash curve

and dot curve). Zero and one in the figure correspond to

the input and the output faces, respectively. In general.

the SHG efficiency is only weakly dependent on the focal

position for all of the cases examined. For soliton forma-

tion the threshold increases when the focal position is

placed near the center of the crystal. At the peak inten-

sity of 7 GW/cm for each of the orthogonally polarized

fundamental beams, the soliton formation is possible

even if the focal position is located anywhere between the

entrance face and the crystal center.
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4. PROFILES OF OUTPUT BEAMS

An almost Gaussian spatial profile is often favorable for

applications of SHG, especially for coupling into

waveguides or optical fibers. Figure 5 illustrates the out-

put profiles of the second harmonic for the two different

cases under study in this paper. For soliton formation

the three beams have clean Gaussian-like pro丘Ies, as

shown in Fig. 5(a). In contrast to this the output beams

can be badly distorted in conventional SHG. For ex-

ample, Fig. 5(b) shows the case that the input beams are

focused to 100 /▲m at the center and the walk-off angle is

0.6 deg at a wavelength oflO92 nm. For beam waists as

large as 200 and 500 /⊥m, the beam pro丘Ie of the second

harmonic retains its Gaussian shape for conventional

methods, even if the walk-off angle is as large as 0.6 deg.

However, the fundamental fields are likely to be slightly

distorted owing to the uneven depletion across the trans-

verse profile of the beam as a function of propagation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The features of SHG as implemented either with conven-

tional techniques or with the generation of quadratic soli-

tons were compared with numerical simulations. It was

found that the efficiency of SHG by use of spatial-soliton

formation was highly insensitive to phase mismatch and

walk-off angle. If maximum conversion efficiency in non-

critical phase-matching geometries is the sole criterion,

then conventional approaches that utilize gentle focusing

into the center of the doubling crystal are the best: qua-

dratic soliton formation results in conversion e伍ciencies

of the order oflO to 20 percent. On the other hand, in

cases where the soliton robustness plays a role, the soli-

ton case has a number of attractive features. SHG ac-

(b)

Fig.5.Beamprofilesofthesecond-harmonicwaveattheoutput
facefora0.6-degwalk-のffangle:(a)Thebeamwaistforsoliton
generationwas20fxm,
damentalfieldwasl。昌ndthepeakinputintensityo
W/cm2.(b)The0.4-GW/cm2霊恕:damentalbeamsforconventionalSHGwerefocusedto100/zmat
thecenterofthecrystal.
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theconventionalcase.Thisreducestheusualtempera-

tureandangulartolerancesnormallyencounteredin

maintainingphasematching.Furthermore,theoutput

beamqualityincaseswithwalk-offandlargedepletionis

superiorforthesolitoncase.

Finally,itshouldbenotedthatwiththepossibilityof

engineeringsolitonsbyvaryingthephase-matchingcon-

ditionswithpropagationdistance(i.e.,periodicallypoled

structures),thesolitonsrobustnatureismaintained

whiletheSHconversionefficiencycanbetailoredfora

particularapplicationwithvaluesapproaching80乳10

This,however,increasesthethresholdforsolitonforma-

tion.
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